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◎於答案卷上作答時，不得書寫與題意無關之姓名、編號或其他不應有的文字、標記、符號等，違反者該

◎科成績以零分計。 

一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】  

(2)01.Please do not draw with a ________ marker, or you won't be able to erase it.  

(1)literate (2)permanent (3)rapid (4)virtuous 

(2)02.Once you delete the file, it' s impossible to ________ it.  

(1)deter (2)retrieve (3)nourish (4)withdraw 

(1)03.I need to ________ up my French before leaving for France next month.  

(1)polish (2)beam (3)crack (4)listen 

(2)04.The artist was considered a ________ at the time because of his outrageous portrayal of religious objects and fig-

ures.  

(1)commuter (2)rebel (3)delicacy (4)preview 

(4)05.________ an authority figure is a strategy often used to persuade people.  

(1)Purchasing (2)Monitoring (3)Negotiating (4)Quoting 

(3)06.She could not resist buying the dress because it was such a good ________.  

(1)retard (2)predicament (3)bargain (4)commission 

(1)07.The long ________ ended when they finally arrived in India after 40 days on the road.  

(1)journey (2)access (3)freight (4)capacity 

(3)08.All bicyclists and scooter riders are required by the law to wear ________ to protect their heads.  

(1)faucets (2)missiles (3)helmets (4)lanterns 

(4)09.To celebrate the national holiday, local performers and marching bands join a ________ in the downtown area.  

(1)shift (2)track (3)route (4)parade 

(3)10.At the beginning of the meeting, representatives from both sides stood up and ________ over the table to shake 

hands.  

(1)dozed (2)curled (3)leaned (4)flipped 

(4)11.People may ________ to say what they really think on some sensitive issues.  

(1)figure (2)govern (3)mediate (4)hesitate 

(2)12. I was so touched by the story. Tears in my eyes ________ the words on the page.  

(1)littered (2)blurred (3)perched (4)compelled 

(2)13.Robots have five basic ________: a movable structure, a motor, a power source, a sensory system, and a processor 
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(1)containers  (2)components (3)acquisitions (4)generations 

(4)14.Emotions should not be used in business emails because they are considered not serious and, in fact, sometimes __

______.  

(1)serene (2)sincere (3)regulatory (4)rude 

(2)15.In Western culture, it' s ________ for the bride to wear a white dress and face veil, the dress symbolizing purity 

and the veil symbolizing virginity.  

(1)abnormal (2)conventional (3)developmental (4)exceptional 

 

二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

(2)16. He couldn' t help but ________ the stain on her shirt.  

(1)notices (2)notice (3)is noticing (4)noticed 

(4)17. The woman finally realized that her fiance was ________ a criminal.  

(1)rather than (2)only but (3)anything for (4)nothing but 

(3)18.________, Ramanujan discovered many important mathematical principles.  

(1)He was the most celebrated scientist of his day (2)Of his day was the most celebrated scientist 

(3)The most celebrated scientist of his day (4)Being his day the most celebrated scientist 

(3)19.________ the sad news, she couldn' t hold back her tears.  

(1)She heard (2)Hearing upon (3)Upon hearing (4)Hearing as soon as 

(3)20.To lose weight successfully, all you have to do is ________ to the temptation of food.  

(1)should not give in (2)giving in not (3)not give in (4)no given in 

(4)21.He never criticized people, ________ praise others.  

(1)or did he ever (2)or he ever did (3)nor he ever did (4)nor did he ever 

(3)22.Working women are often expected to make sure that life at home also ________ smoothly.  

(1)run (2)ran (3)runs (4)running 

(4)23.Danny was careless on the examination. He wishes he ________ more careful.  

(1)is (2)was (3)has been (4)had been 

(1)24.Not all hair is suitable for perming, nor ________ all hair be permed the same way.  

(1)should (2)is (3)do (4)are 

(2)25.Biometrics refers to the techniques ________ people use to identify individuals by their physical or behavioral 

characteristics.  

(1)who (2)which (3)whom (4)what 

(3)26.Either hot dogs or pizza ________ typically eaten for lunch in the Dominican Republic.  

(1)are (2)to be (3)is (4)being 

(4)27.An enjoyable way to get a flavor of the local food is to spread a single meal out over three or four restaurants — 
have appetizers in one, entrees in ________, and desserts at a third.  

(1)other (2)two (3)the other (4)another  

(4)28. People can all benefit ________ taking our social relationships just as seriously for our health as we do other life-

style factors.  
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(1)to (2)in (3)for (4)from 

(1)29.Pokemon Go, a hit mobile game worldwide, became available in Taiwan yesterday, with government authorities 

________ people to be aware of traffic rules and exercise prudence when playing the game.  

(1)warning (2)warn (3)to warn (4)warned  

(3)30.We need to stop ________ something so important for our future for Earth. We need to protect the rain forests and 

our environment.  

(1)to harm (2)harm (3)harming (4)harmed  

 

三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】  

第一篇： 

Kite fighting is a sport chiefly associated with Asia, especially Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Nepal and Korea. A tra-

ditional fighter kite is small, lightweight and flat with a single line. Only line tension is used to    31   the kite, and the 

aim of the game is to cut down competing kites. To    32   this, the lines need to be rough. A traditional Asian fighting 

kite has a thin line made from cotton. The line is coated with rice glue and finely crushed glass. In some regions, the 

lines are even fitted with metal knives that are used to hook and cut the lines of other players. Knives can also be    33  

the tail or to the kite itself. Modern Asian fighter kites often have synthetic lines coated with stronger glue and various 

sharp materials. There are also reports of metallic lines. To    34   cutting yourself on your own line, kite fighters nor-

mally coat only the upper part of their line (the part close to the kite).    35   are often worn for added protection. 

(2)31.(1)make (2)control (3)inflate (4)damage 

(4)32.(1)explain (2)concern (3)ruin (4)achieve 

(1)33.(1)attached to (2)separated from (3)involved in (4)deluded by 

(2)34.(1)regret (2)avoid (3)experiment (4)connect 

(3)35.(1)Scarves (2)Hats (3)Gloves (4)Aprons 

第二篇： 

The aim of Balance is to provide services for people who are already in work or who are looking for work. The peo-

ple they help face particular challenges connected   36   their health—they have autism or Asperger Syndrome, or they 
are dealing with stress and anxiety. Some of these health issues are long-term conditions and others are temporary condi-

tions   37   affect many people at some time in their lives.   38   , both types of health issues can create barriers that 

make it more difficult for people to achieve their life goals. Balance concentrates on a number of areas that directly sup-

port these people. For example, Balance   39   confidential one-to-one support to individuals. It runs courseon managing 

anxiety at work and building people's self-confidence. For people who   40   for work, Balance gives help with preparing 

CVs, job applications and interview skills. 

(3)36.(1)at (2)in (3)with (4)on 

(1)37.(1)that (2)who  (3)what (4)when  

(2)38.(1)With that  (2)However  (3)Comparatively  (4)Despite  

(1)39.(1)offers (2)prevents (3)enjoys  (4)purchases 

(4)40.(1)looks (2)looked  (3)had looked (4)are looking 

 

四、閱讀測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

InMalaysia, Peranakan ChineseorStraits-born Chineseare the descendants ofChineseimmigrants whocame to  
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The Malay Archipelagobetween the 15th and 17th centuries. They maintained their culture partially despite their na-

tive language gradually disappearing a few generations after settlement. 

Membersof this community inMalaysiaaddress themselves as“Baba Nyonya.”Nyonya is the term for the women 

and Baba for the men. Nyonyas and Babas usually do not speak Chinese, or other Chinese dialects. They have a lan-

guage of their own. In their heyday, the Babas and Nyonyas were wealthy and influential people in the business world. 

This is evident in their jewelry costumes, shoes and embroidery pieces—items of refined workmanship highly sought 
after by art and antique collectors.They were usually traders, the middlemen of the British and the Chinese, or the Chi-

nese and Malays. Because of this, they almost always hadthe ability to speak two or more languages. 

The Nyonya dishes are a combinationof Chinese and Malay dishes, giving it a distinct flavor of its own. Nyonya 

cooking is about the blending of spices. Although Peranakan food takes a long time to prepare, traditional Nyonyas are 

proud of their unique cuisineandspenda better part of their lives in the kitchen to prepare these dishes.The Peranakan 

food is one of the most popular contributions of the community to modern day Southeast Asians.Many Nyonya restau-

rants have opened all over Malaysia and Singapore in recent years. 

Yet, despite of the adoption of various cultures in their daily life, Baba Nyonyashave clung to their Chinese identity 

in some aspects. They celebrate festivals like the Moon Festival on a large scale. The older generation continuesto ob-

serve Chinese religious beliefs and rituals, though many younger Straits-bornChinese eventually convert to Christianity.

The intermarriage between Peranakans and other Malaysians and social developments have somewhat resulted in a 

morediluteNyonya culture in day-to-day living. However, on special occasions such as Chinese New Year, weddings and 

birthdays, old tradition is still well maintained. “Oldsoldiers,”the maxim goes, “never die, they only fade away”

and this sentiment would appear applicable to the Baba and Nyonya heritage culture in Malaysia. 

(2)41.Which of the following is NOT the group focused in the passage?  

(1)Peranakans (2)Native Malays (3)Baba Nyonyas (4)Straits-born Chinese 

(4)42.According to the passage, which of the following may be a common job for the group of people discussed?  

(1)Soldiers (2)Linguists (3)Mechanics (4)Businessmen 

(2)43.What is true about Nyonya cuisine?  

(1)It's an improved version of fast food. 

(2)More than one kind of spice is usually used. 

(3)It's very popular in places outside of Southeast Asia. 

(4)Dishes in different Nyonyan restaurants are never the same. 

(2)44.Which of the following is closest in meaning to the word “dilute” in the final paragraph?  

(1)Resolved (2)Lessened (3)Increased (4)Concentrated 

(1)45.Which of the following is true about modern-day Baba Nyonyas?  

(1)They celebrate Chinese festivals (2)Intermarriages cause family problems 

(3)The older generation believes in Jesus Christ (4)Their weddings mostly follow western traditions 

第二篇： 

Thedictionary defines ageism as the “tendency to regard older persons as debilitated, unworthy of attention, or un-

suitable for employment.”But research indicates that ageism maynot just be ill-informed or hurtful. It may also be a 

matter of life and death. Not that it's literally killing people. Researcher Becca Levy, a professor of epidemiology and 

psychology at the Yale School of Public Health, says it dependson how much a given individual takes those negative 

ideas to heart. In one study, Levy looked at people's attitudes about aging when they were in late middle age and then 

followed them over time. Some of these people thought of older people as weak or dependent. Others thought of them as  
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experienced or wise. What she found was that the people who had a positive view of aging lived about 7 and half years 

longer than the people who saw aging in a negative light. 

The above didn't mean that if you think positive thoughts about aging, it's OK to sit on the couch in front of the TV 

and eat a pound of bacon. But according to Levy's other studies, this mind/body connection counts for a lot. For example

, one showed that middle-aged people who had no cognitive impairment but did have negative views of aging were more 

likely to later develop the brain changes associated with Alzheimer's disease. And the more negative their views, the 

worse those brain changes were. On the other hand, another study found that people with positive views of older adults 

were much more likely to recover from major health setbacks. 

Having a purpose in life is a robust predictor of how well someone will live and thrive as they age. It's not some-

thing a doctor can prescribe as easily as a change in diet. But whether it's doctor's orders or society at large, attitudes do 

change. And Levy's researchsuggests that if people don't assume that they'll be useless when they're older, the payoff 

could be huge. 

(3)46.According to the article, what can be related to Alzheimer's disease?  

(1)Unworthy of attention (2)Unsuitable for employment 

(3)Negative views of aging (4)Apurpose in life 

(2)47.What does “debilitated” possibly mean in the first paragraph?  

(1)Optimistic (2)Weakened (3)Intimidated (4)Motivated 

(1)48.What is the purpose of this article?  

(1)To promote positive thoughts about aging 

(2)To explainBecca Levy's research. 

(3)To have a purpose in life 

(4)Todefine the true meaning of ageism. 

(4)49.Which of the following statements is NOT included in Levy's research?  

(3)50.Based on the content, who are the targeted audience for reading this?  

(1)Professorsof epidemiology (2)Patients with Alzheimer's disease 

(3)Middle-aged people (4)Students of psychology 

(1)Some people saw older people asdependent 

(2)Some people sawolder people asexperienced or wise 

(3)Peoplewithpositive views of aging lived longer 

(4)Peoplewith positive views of aging recoveredfaster 


